SOCIAL
SELLING
Everything you need
to know to optimise
social selling in your
B2B sales strategy.

WHAT IS SOCIAL SELLING?
Social selling is a softer sales lead
generation technique. Where
your individual sales staff directly
interact, engage and nurture their
online connections, socially.
Here’s how it works. Firstly, you find the right
prospects and connect with them online, on
platforms such as LinkedIn where you start
to develop meaningful relationships and start
to build trust and rapport. All done virtually,
online.

Ultimately, it’s about augmenting your usual
sales activity and accelerating your sales
cycle… helping you achieve your sales goals.
The ever-changing digital landscape has
meant more and more salespeople are
leaning towards social selling as a large part
of their sales strategy. You need to be digitally
visible to get the attention you once did by
cold calling, door knocking or by simply
inviting your prospects to the annual golf day,
or day at the races etc.
Make sure you move with the times and
ensure you incorporate social selling into
your sales funnel.
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WHY SHOULD WE
CONSIDER IT?
It’s the modern way of prospecting and in an increasingly
digital world… it’s how many people now prefer to do business.
It has replaced the dreaded prospect of cold calling, that nobody likes to do or likes
to receive. If you do it effectively, you will be the first person/brand a prospect will
think of when they’re ready to buy even if they aren’t ready on this occasion.

97%
OF B2B BUYERS
GO ONLINE TO
FIND PRODUCTS
AND SERVICES

47%
OF THESE VIEW BETWEEN
3-5 PIECES OF CONTENT
BEFORE THEY MAKE A
DECISION TO BUY

So, let’s make sure it’s your content they see and you that they think of first.
With prospects socially sharing a huge amount of information about their
aspirations, requirements and pain points on their public profiles, you can make
your first point of contact timely, relevant and helpful. Social insights like these
are invaluable in the sales process and provide a snapshot into their world before
first contact. This simply wouldn’t have been known or discovered by any other
traditional method.
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REASON

1

REAL
RELATIONSHIPS
= SALES
• A
 llow your sales team to start building real
relationships, not sales box-ticking.

• U
 se the social platform to listen in on
industry-related conversations.

• U
 se hashtags in the search bar to find who
is talking about your type of product or service
before you connect with them.

• Identify leads that might be talking to
your competitors.

• A
 llowing the LinkedIn community to view your
sales staff as well-rounded, trustworthy, relevant
individuals they want to connect with and hear
more from. So, your sales staff need to be mindful
of their own online persona.
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2

YOUR
PROSPECTS
ARE ALREADY
SOCIALLY
BUYING
• Y
 our prospects are already buying online and

REASON

using social listening to research and help them
find potential suppliers/vendors.

•75% of b2b buyers use contacts and
information from social networks as part of
their purchase process.

• I f you are not socially selling, you’re not actively
showing up in that social purchase process.

• B
 eyond the initial sale, 53% of customer loyalty
is driven by a salespersons’ ability to drive unique
insight, share their knowledge or prove their worth.
This is all demonstrated through their social media
content. So, by being consistent it will help bring
in new leads and maintain loyalty with existing
customers and drive repeat business from a loyal
following. This will also refer you in where needed.
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3
REASON

YOUR TOP
COMPETITORS
ARE DOING IT
• A
 massive 71% of all sales professionals and
90% of all top sales professionals are already
socially selling. Amongst the younger salespeople
the figures are even higher.

• E
 nsure your sales staff show up on LinkedIn daily.
As well as providing them with relevant company
content to share out to their connections, make
sure they also do the following regularly:
•Checking content on industry-related hashtags.
•Connecting with new prospects who are
involved in these conversations.
• 
R
 eading their connections’ posts in their
feed and liking and/or commenting.
•Engaging in a positive way that reflects
the company tone of voice, ethics and
brand values.
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WHERE
DO I START?
The good news is that there is only one
platform we’d suggest you concentrate
on initially. LinkedIn.
LinkedIn is one of, if not ‘THE’ most effective social
selling network. After all, this is what LinkedIn was
built for. So, start on the largest and most trusted
social business platform out there.
Get a company LinkedIn page set up if you haven’t
already done so and start providing your sales
team with relevant content that resonates with
your audience.
Make sure all your sales team’s LinkedIn profiles
are ready to go and worthy of your brand image.
They’ll need an up-to-date photo, be connected
to the company page, have updated their skills/
experience details to reflect your company
services and brand etc.
Provide in-house, ‘social selling training’ so they
understand the benefits and know what to do.
Then, let your content gently guide your
prospects down the social selling path and
into your marketing funnel.
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MEASUREMENT
Like any sales method, you’ll want
to have a good ROI. Is this time well
spent on both an individual and
also a company level?
From an individual point of view, sitting
behind every LinkedIn profile is an algorithm
that effectively scores individuals on their
social selling efforts.

The 4 elements that are measured, are:

1. E
STABLISHED YOUR
PROFESSIONAL BRAND
2. FIND THE RIGHT PEOPLE
3. ENGAGE WITH INSIGHTS
4. BUILD RELATIONSHIPS
We understand from a company perspective,
you will also need to measure how many

Its called a SSI score. It stands for Social

leads are entering the business from the

Selling Index.

LinkedIn platform.

The score is out of 100 and it’s made up of 4

You can analyse this through the company

elements. The stats show which areas need

LinkedIn page, which allows you to view all

more focus and attention.

the basics. From number of likes and new

It’s recommended that if you are in sales to
check this on a weekly basis.

followers. Then there’s Google analytics
appended to your website. This shows the
number of visitors LinkedIn has referred to
your site. This includes which web page they
have view, device and length of stay etc. But
regardless, we would also recommend in your
CRM system to have a lead source tag, which
is specifically called ‘LinkedIn’. This way you
have full traceability.
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AMPLI
PRODUCE SALES
TRANSFORMATION
PROGRAMMES
FOR SOME OF
THE UK’S MOST
RESPECTED B2B
ORGANISATIONS
For more information get in touch today.
ampli.co.uk

